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Low-frequencv, wind-generated ambient noise source levels are important input parameters for newly developed ambient noise prediction models such as DUNES. However, there has been a significant variation among recently reported source levels. An analysis is made of these values. Although the actual noise measurements, the assumed source model, and a small angle approximation are similar for all papers; differences arise due to additional geometrical factors or a further approximation to shift the source level to tho surface. A standard source level definition and evaluation method are proposed. Standard values of low-frequency, wind-generated source levels are presented based on this strategy.
TD 8481 wind-generated source levels are presented based on this strategy. Source level estimates which have been published are based on experimental data; however, the conversion from the measured omnidirectional or beam level data needs to be carefully examined. We have encountered difficulty in the direct comparison of published results because of this required conversions to source level. Furthermore, the specification of source level in computer codes used to calculate these noise fields also requires care due to the multitude of conventions and the characteristics of the particular propagation model being used. In our opinion, a standard definition of source level and characteristics would have been most helpful.
The purpose of this paper is to supply a sound rational and standard specification for wind driven noise source level. Integration over the whole plane yields a computer generated constant 6.34dB.
EXPRESSIONS USED TO CONVERT MEASURED OMNI-DIRECTIONAL NOISE LEVELS (NLo) TO DIPOLE SOURCE LEVEL (SLD)
Thus there are some differences in these conversion expressions which can result in factors on the order of 1-5dB. The term dipole refers to two point sources of opposite sign separated by one half wavelength. In the context of this discussion we use dipole loosely to mean the field due to a source and its image in the pressure release surface when the distance beneath the pressure release surface is less than a quarter wavelength. Shown on this vugraph are expressions for the maximum response axis intensity( T) compared to the monopole intensity used by each investigator. We observe differences between 3.6-4dB. The reason for these differences will become apparent in the following vugraphs.
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The Geometry
The purpose of the vugraph is to illustrate the geometry considered for a point source a distance h beneath the pressure release surface. The convention being adopted is to take 9 as o on the surface and 1T/ in the downward direction. 1'.j is the radial distance to the observation point and in the farfield of the source and its image and is approximately equal to the ( I and I 'I. The problem will assume a unity surface reflection coefficient and each source acting as a spherical radiator. 
TD 8481
Source Near the Sea Surface Shown on this vugraph are the equations governing sound radiation from a point source under a pressure release surface. We are assuming the surface reflection coefficient is equal to unity and that the source is harmonic in time and propagates as an outward going spherical wave.
Several approximations can be made concerning expressions for the intensity and power radiated by such a source. 
In this instance we find =OI/CM = ,6T['(p/I. )2 when
The dipole source level depends on h/; .
Equation 4 shows the result when we have a true dipole / =/q
Then the intensity -9 = T77/a .. At this point we have three possible expressions for the source levels.
Equation 5, 6, and 7 shows the expressions for the radiated power into a hemisphere. We have chosen a hemisphere as only the lower half plane receives radiated energy. Recommended Source Level-Convention I Based on our previous discussions we now summarize and recommend a standard convention. For those calculations which require a point source below a pressure release surface we recommend the specification of P and h/2. The monopole source level is specified with respect to /
/pM
The source level 
-H3).
The/mnl specifies the per unit area dependence of ambient noise. We assume a sourc: of sound which is "point" like at Z-= (2,c j emitting waves with a time dependence e 'Jt, tu,,= r77 ).
, where C() ) is the sonic speed.
is the delta function, and K is constant describing the source strength.
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We need to determine the wave function and the constant K for a wave diverging omnidirectronally from the unit source.
In the immediate vicinity of the source, the wave diverges spherically. 
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The outward propagating wave where 30 represents the magnitude of the volume source. The acoustic pressure P-/o 7at and the particle velocity V = -7
The solution to the wave equation at point k from a point source at el and its image at r,' is the superposition of individual solutions. In this instance the source is a distance h beneath the pressure release surface. 17.) The point source, monopole, intensity is --. The radiated intensity from the source and image.
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) .D = y.:Z4l , 4 . The radiated power into the lower hemisphere.
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he result of the dervation is the following expression for intensity and power.
21.) The general result. 33/34 Reverse Blank
